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Anarchaeologies is an invigorating read, reviving rather than stultifying our 
field of study in the pre sent.

SH A N NON  DOW D
Niagara University

lópez-  gay,  patricia . Ficciones de verdad: archivo y narrativas de vida. 
Iberoamericana Vervuert, 2020. 244 pp.

Patricia López- Gay’s first book, Ficciones de verdad, represents an insightful 
contribution to the field of Peninsular Studies. The manuscript is a renewed 
meditation on the condition of the archive, bringing uncommon theoretical 
robustness and an innovative perspective. The author establishes an interdis-
ciplinary dialogue with areas other than lit er a ture, such as photography, 
graphic arts, and per for mance, which provides a reliable conceptual ap-
paratus around a trope: autoficción. This trope, which offers an alternative 
to the biographical genre within the world of nonfiction lit er a ture, can be of 
huge benefit in  future discussions of Hispanism and current expressions of 
lit er a ture. Si mul ta neously, the work contributes a necessary revision of the 
Spanish demo cratic period through the analy sis of diff er ent formal, the-
matic, and historical literary figures from the 1970s  until  today. López- Gay 
opts for the contribution of four master voices— Jorge Semprún, Javier 
Marías, Enrique Vila- Matas, and Marta Sanz—to depict the role of “narrativas 
de verdad.”

Ficciones de verdad is not a traditional or average academic book. It sug-
gests studying new literary poetics, and it does so with a personal style of 
writing. Its structure is not homogeneous, which may imply certain method-
ological drawbacks. Nevertheless, the par tic u lar strength of the book is in its 
formal asymmetry and conceptual depth. Throughout the first two sec-
tions,  “Umbral de entrada”  and  “Panorámica: fiebre de archivo y autofic-
ción,” the text proposes the “giro autoficcional” as a review of the “archive 
fever” theorized in the 90s by French critical theory and centered on per-
sonal archives in the form of pictures, maps, trips, memories, and bodies. 
López- Gay seems especially comfortable with the creative freedom that al-
lows her to articulate the first theoretical block before the monographic case 
studies. Her wide range of references, from Cervantes to Baudelaire to Fou-
cault, from premodern photography to con temporary Spanish photographer 
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Fontcuberta, ensures the audience’s enjoyment in reading the book. An ex-
ample of this is the theory- based chapter “Nuevas y viejas tecnologías del 
yo,” in which López- Gay appropriates Foucauldian terminology to describe 
the current digital status of the biographical genre through the phenomenon 
of lifelogging. This is proposed by the author as a narcissistic return to Fou-
cault’s Ancient Greek cuidados de sí that  today behaves as a “tecnología del 
yo cuantificado” (141). It is presented as antagonistic to the autofiction form 
of “epistemología del yo- cuerpo” (142), not mea sur able and part of a multi-
plicity that “selecciona, cata loga y analiza trazas de vida [de una manera] no 
necesariamente lineal” (139).

The second part of the book, which includes the analy sis of the autoficción 
writing of the four targeted writers, is presented as an (unconscious?) his-
torical loop dynamic. Although the author divides the block between a first 
preliminary focus on the figure of Semprún and a central section on the 
studies of Marías, Vila- Matas and Sanz, the final chapter on Sanz resonates 
with the preliminary one on Semprún. Even with multiple differences be-
tween them, a common thread unites them: po liti cal drive. Thus, once we 
have read the book, we witness a subtle intuition: the literary excellence of 
Marías and Vila- Matas is devoid of po liti cal motivation to the extent that 
both are leading figures in the period of demo cratic stability and depolitici-
zation. The return of the po liti cal that Sanz represents, according to the au-
thor, can be read as the end of the demo cratic normality that was questioned 
at the time by the exemplary antiauthoritarianism in Semprún. Starting 
from the books Autobiografía de Federico Sánchez, Federico Sánchez se dedica 
de ustedes and the posthumous Ejercicios de supervivencia, López- Gay pro-
poses Semprún’s autobiographical work as a pre ce dent of autofiction insofar 
as it is the result of an experience of “impotencia política” (112) which is ca-
pable, nevertheless, of generating an archive “desde el archivo” (113). The au-
thor situates the relevance of Semprún’s aesthetic proposal of an uprising of 
“lo político” over “lo politizado” as the result of an honest dialogue between 
the personal and the collective—in her case, denouncing the barbarism of 
both Stalinism and Francoism.

The chapters dedicated to Marías and Vila- Matas have the greatest con-
ceptual depth. While the figure of Marías is analyzed based on works such as 
Negra espalda del tiempo, as well as his blog and website, in the case of Vila- 
Matas, several pieces are studied (Dietario voluble and Cabinet d’amateur, 
una novela oblicua) in addition to his Twitter account and website. Vila- Matas 
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is presented as the epitome of a postmaterial “archivo de citas” (166), which 
updates the Benjaminian suitcase and arcades to bring them to the field of 
con temporary digital collage that authors such as Fontcuberta and Gold-
smith have already worked on: from reproduction to postproduction. Less 
con temporary, Marías’s work is defined as a “negativo o revés de archivo,” a 
narrative laboratory that flees from the “saber positivista” of traditional bio-
graphical writing and that questions “huellas por momentos enigmáticas” 
(153–54). Autofiction in Marías is like a “proceso de revelado” (160) in which 
the formal becomes the essential.

Meanwhile, Sanz’s writing of autofiction is defined as “autotatuaje.” Based 
on Sanz’s works La lección de anatomía and Clavícula, López- Gay identifies 
the body as the subject on which experience falls and on which is sculpted a 
register which is as personal and as it is collective. The body, in Sanz’s work, 
is linked to two  factors: being a  woman and being a power ful voice of the de-
cade of the greatest social crisis in democracy. But what is specific about her 
work? It is prob ably the displacement, which López- Gay perfectly captures, 
of an “ímpetu apertural del yo al nosotros” (194)— that is, from the genera-
tion of Marías and Vila- Matas to Sanz’s generation. López- Gay identifies the 
author’s “vulnerabilidad compartida” as a trope which defines a generation 
and an abject aesthetics as the characteristic of a lit er a ture which seeks to 
disrupt “el sistema de identidades y el orden establecido” (197). The body, in 
Sanz, becomes a situated archive, made from fragments of life: “un mundo 
personal- compartido que la crisis ha dejado en ruinas” (199).

The book closes with the chapter “Autoficción y archivo: un deseo incon-
tenible de bios.” By way of an epilogue, and with some influence from Sanz’s 
analy sis, López- Gay characterizes autofiction as the expression of a collec-
tive archive based on networks of “huellas inciertas” (206). Aside from the 
notion of the more classical archive, which the author associates with pho-
tography and her “intento metódico de emular lo real en detalle” (207),  these 
life narratives reject the schematization of the portrait and also the autobio-
graphical “evidence of me” (McKemmish).1 By identifying this lit er a ture as 
the impulse of bios, “vida que contiene y desborda al yo” (207), López- Gay 
dismantles the traditional antagonistic relationship between fiction and 

1. McKemmish, Sue. “Evidence of Me . . .  in a Digital World.” I, Digital: Personal Collections in 
the Digital Era, edited by Christopher  A. Lee et  al., Society of American Archivists, 2011, 
pp. 115–48.
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real ity to focus on another binary for the current historical moment: frag-
mentariedad (“la interconexión de fragmentos”) as opposed to a certain to-
talidad (“totalización” or “archivo total” [208]) of an already obsolete 
modernity.

In short, what López- Gay pre sents to us is a form of narrative which re-
flects what Raymond Williams defined as “structure of feeling” of a specific 
time— the current one— which “se desea elástico, expansible” (López- Gay 
209) and in which lit er a ture expresses the desire for “resistencia fisiológica a 
la muerte” (213), perhaps hardly vis i ble in Marías and Vila- Matas. For times 
of po liti cal and social exceptionality based on an agonistic feeling of exis-
tence, López- Gay’s narrativas de vida are an accurate and valuable diagnos-
tic tool of a certain past and the pre sent, as well as a compass for the  future.

IGNASI  G OZ A L O -  SA L EL L AS
Bryn Mawr College

leu,  lorraine . Defiant Geographies: Race and Urban Space in 1920s 
Rio de Janeiro. U of Pittsburgh P, 2020. 238 pp.

Wonderfully written, compellingly argued, and richly documented, Lor-
raine Leu’s Defiant Geographies: Race and Urban Space in 1920s Rio de Janeiro 
is a decisive contribution to understanding how race and spatiality  were 
strongly intertwined in the making of Rio de Janeiro’s urban reforms in the 
early de cades of the twentieth  century.

As she traces her debt to the multidisciplinary methodologies of cultural 
studies, Leu creatively posits connections between race, spatial usage, urban 
reforms, national imaginaries, and cultural practices, emphasizing that

the challenge of this book has been to unpack how race makes space in a 
country with one of the largest populations of color in the world, but where 
race has been notoriously obscured in power ful national discourses of ra-
cial harmony and color blindness. In unraveling  these dynamics I highlight 
how urbanization functions as a technology of racial oppression and how 
racialized subjects defy the implantation of dominant spatial  orders. (6)

Through a wealth of documentary sources that range from press cartoons, 
nineteenth- century paintings, chronicles, and the po liti cal discourses of federal 
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